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Abstract
Many recent research projects focus on language support forbehav-
ioral software contracts, that is, assertions that govern the bound-
aries between software building blocks such as procedures,classes,
or modules. Contracts primarily help locate bugs in programs, but
they also tend to affect the performance of the program, especially
as they become complex.

In this paper, we introducefuture contracts and parallel con-
tract checking: software contracts annotated withfuture are
checked in parallel with the main program, exploiting the now-
common multiple-core architecture. We present both a modeland a
prototype implementation of our language design. Our modelcom-
prises a higher-order imperative language and we use it to prove the
correctness of our design. Our implementation is robust enough to
measure the performance of reasonably large benchmarks, demon-
strating that the use offuture contracts can lead to significant
performance improvements.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming Lan-
guages]

General Terms Design; Reliability

Keywords contracts, higher-order functions, behavioral specifica-
tions, software reliability

1. Introduction
Programmers frequently insert assertions into their programs to en-
sure that at various points during the execution, the program state
satisfies some important logical property. For multi-component sys-
tems, assertions have become a popular tool to express constraints
on the interface between two components that a static type system
cannot express. When used in this context assertions are calledbe-
havioral software contractsor just contracts. While Parnas (1972)
introduced contracts as early as 1972, they only became popu-
lar with Eiffel (Meyer 1988, 1992). Later, contracts were intro-
duced on many other platforms (Duncan and Hoelzle 1998; Gomes
et al. 1996; Holt et al. 1987; Karaorman et al. 1999; Köllingand
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Rosenberg 1997; Kramer 1998; Luckham and Henke 1985; Ploesch
and Pichler 1999; Rosenblum 1995). Most recently, Findler and
Felleisen (2002) have introduced contracts into the world of higher-
order functional programming languages.

Naively speaking, contracts monitor the flow of values across
component boundaries. Contracts remain invisible as long as the
constraints they express are satisfied. When the constraints are
not satisfied, the contract monitoring system signals a contract
violation, pinpointing the violation’s origin, explaining how the
contract is violated, and most importantly assigning blameto the
violating component. Blame assignment helps programmers isolate
errors and gets them started with their debugging efforts.

Unfortunately, monitoring contracts tends to impose a signifi-
cant run-time overhead on the program’s execution, especially for
defensive programmers wanting to write precise contracts.In the
worst case, contract monitoring can affect the algorithmiccom-
plexity of a function even for careful programmers, although Find-
ler et al. (2007) have recently demonstrated how to overcomethis
problem in many cases. In the average case, contract monitoring
consumes a substantial, though constant amount of time and space.
As a result, many programmers turn off contract monitoring or re-
lax contracts so that they monitor fewer properties than desirable.

We have gathered anecdotal evidence for this last observation. A
survey of PLT Scheme users about whether they wrote applications
with complex contracts confirmed that programmers do not gen-
erally use the contracts they would like, but rather settle for much
lighter contracts. In fact, contracts are often used only inthe debug-
ging phase of software development and then, to avoid contract-
checking overhead, they are removed from production code, ex-
actly where contracts are at their most useful. Thus, programmers’
fear of the run-time cost of contract checking leads to less reliable
software.

Multi-core architectures suggest an obvious way to addressthis
problem, namely by monitoring contracts in parallel with pro-
gram execution. Since software contracts are usually functional
computations—even in imperative languages—running them in
parallel should be easy and should save some of the cost of eval-
uating them. Because communication between threads is not free,
evaluating every single contract in parallel is not cost effective.
Indeed simple experiments validate this intuition and showthat
evaluating every contract in parallel lead to a slow down in exe-
cution time. This impact is worsened by the presence of effects
in the main program and in contracts, which require synchroniza-
tion between the main program thread and the contract monitoring
thread.

The question, then, is how to choose the contracts that benefit
from parallel evaluation. To help answer this question, we introduce
the notion offuture contractsinspired by Halstead’s (1984) future
construct. Following Halstead’s work, the annotationfuture on
a contract indicates that a contract should be checked in parallel
with the rest of the program; unannotated contracts are executed
in-line. While Halstead’s future expressions immediatelyproduce a



future value, afuture contract produces nothing. Instead, the main
thread sends such a contract to the monitoring thread and proceeds
until it must perform an observable operation (e.g., a side-effect or
an I/O operation). At that point, the main thread waits to ensure that
the contract succeeds. If so, the computation proceeds; otherwise
the program terminates with a contract exception.

The introduction offuture contracts into a mostly functional
language poses both theoretical and practical challenges.Given the
critical nature of software contracts in the development process, we
naturally wish to ensure that parallel contract execution does not
undermine contract monitoring. This is especially important here
since we are potentially adding concurrency to the language, and
ensuring correctness of concurrent programs is well-knownto be
subtle. We therefore develop a model of parallel contract execution
for a higher-order and imperative programming language andprove
that it is semantically equivalent to sequential contract monitoring,
including blame assignment.

Of course, a theoretical result is interesting only when it is
backed up with an implementation that confirms the practicalpart
of the conjecture. We have implemented our model in the context
of PLT Scheme’s contract system. The core of our implementa-
tion is a carefully crafted communication infrastructure,ensuring
that our prototype is sufficiently efficient to conduct a number of
performance tests. These tests confirm the usefulness offuture
contracts, and help us formulate some relatively straightforward
guidelines concerning the use offuture contracts that we hope
will encourage the wide use of comprehensive contracts in software
development.

In the next section we introduce a model of parallel contract
checking in a higher-order imperative and parallel world. Then
we proceed to present the correctness theorem, the design ofthe
communication architecture, the prototype implementation, and a
set of benchmarks that validate our conjectures concerningthe
performance improvements of contract monitoring.

2. λ
con : A Functional Language with Contracts

The language ofλcon is an A-normal formλ-calculus. The lan-
guage includes observable side effects through the use of anoutput
operator. We generalize effects to store-manipulation effects in sec-
tion 4, but most subtleties already arise for simple output.

Figure 1 presents the syntax ofλcon . A programD in e con-
sists of a sequence of recursive function definitionsD and a main
expressione. Intuitively, the functions inD are the functions that
can be used ine, and those functions are protected (from each other)
by contracts on the functions’ arguments and return values.

The language is typed, but to simplify the presentation in this
paper, we do not present the type system, which is completely
standard. We simply assume that we are given only programs that
are well-typed with respect to a standard type system.

Contracts guard the flow of values. Flat contracts of the form
contract(v), wherev is a Boolean-valued function, guard first-
order values. A valueu satisfies the contract if the contract com-
putation(v u) yields true. Higher-order contracts of the form
c1 7→ c2 guard functions; the domain contractc1 enforces that the
argument to the function satisfies specified properties, while the
range contractc2 enforces constraints for the result of the function.

The following examples provide a taste of contracts:

sqrt : contract(λx.x≥p0q) 7→ contract(λx.x≥p0q)

wherepiq is the integer literal representation of integeri in λcon .
That is,sqrt is a function that computes the square root of non-
negative numbers. Its contract guarantees that its inputs and results

are at least0. Here is a second example:

encode : (contract(prime?) 7→ contract(prime?))

7→ (contract(string?) 7→ contract(string?))

That is,encode is a higher-order function that expects a function
from prime numbers to prime numbers, and that returns another
function from strings to strings.

The key innovation ofλcon is the introduction of the con-
tract combinatorfuture(c), which indicates that the contractc
should be checked in parallel with the main program. Semantically,
future(c) is taken to be equivalent toc.

Contracts are enforced at run time. To record that a value is
guarded by a contract during execution, we useobligationexpres-
sions of the formwc,pos,neg . Superscriptspos andneg are critical
for contracts guarding functions; they enable the contractchecking
monitor to properly assign blame in the case of contract failure. The
first superscript—the positive blame position—captures the party
responsible for the values produced by a function, while thesecond
superscript—the negative blame position—captures the party re-
sponsible for the values provided to the function. The responsible
party for a contract failure can be identified by carefully updating
these superscripts as an obligation flows through a program.

Expressions inλcon are standard for an A-normal formλ-
calculus, with the addition of two new expression forms. Expres-
sionoutput(v); e outputs valuev before continuing ase. Expres-
sioncheck(e1); e2 is an explicit contract checking expression:e1

is an expression representing a contract that must be checked be-
fore expressione2 evaluates. The result value ofe1 is discarded—
if the contract does not evaluate totrue, then it reports an error
that terminates the program. This explicit contract checking con-
struct enables the parallel checking of the contract; in this section,
however, it serves only as a sequencing operator.

The function identifiers declared inD may be used in the main
expressione or functions inD. To force the contracts associated
with each such function identifier to be checked at runtime, we
compile the program by replacing every function identifierf ap-
pearing ine or other parts inD by an obligation where the refer-
ence tof is guarded by the contract associated withf in D. This
compilation process allows us to appropriately tag each obligation
with blame labels (Findler and Felleisen 2002). The positive blame
position of the obligation is simply the namef of the function,
while the negative blame position is the name of the caller.

Our goal now is to design the semantics of our language so that
we can describe precisely the effectful behavior of programs. We
are especially interested in nonterminating programs thatproduce
infinitely many outputs, such as infinite loops with output state-
ments in the body of the loop.

Anticipating the development in the following sections, wede-
fine a two-level reduction relation representing the execution of
programs: a local reduction relation→ regulating the evaluation of
pure expressions, and a global reduction relation⇒ regulating the
evaluation of effectful expressions. This is similar to thesemantics
of CML (Reppy 1999) and other concurrent languages.

The local reduction relationD ⊢ e −→ e′ (or D ⊢ e −→
error(str)) regulates the evaluation of simple expressions not in-
volving output or explicit contract checking. The rules appear in
figure 2. An obligation with a flat contract reduces to anif expres-
sion that checks if the guarded value satisfies the contract.The con-
tract check is performed first. If the contract check fails, the execu-
tion terminates with an error message blaming the identifierin pos-
itive position. If the contract check succeeds, execution proceeds
by returning the previously guarded value to its context without a
contract. An application of a value to a function with a higher-order
contract reduces to a check of the domain contract on the argument
value and a check of the range contract on the result of the appli-



Programs p ::= D in e
Declarations D ::= d . . . d

d ::= val rec x : c = v
Atomic Expressions w ::= x | v
Expressions e ::= w | (w w) | letx= e in e | w aop w | w rop w | string?(w) | w ::w |

hd(w) | tl(w) | mt(w) | if w e e | check(e); e | output(w); e |
wc,str,str | blame(str)

Relational Operators rop ::= = | ≥
Arithmetic Operators aop ::= + | ∗ | − | /
Variables x ∈ Variables
Constants j ∈ Integers

str ∈ Strings

Evaluation Contexts F ::= [ ] | letx =F in e
E ::= F | let x= E in e | check(E); e

Values v ::= λx.e | piq | str | true | false | nil | v ::v | vc 7→c,str ,str

Contract Values c ::= contract(v) | c 7→ c | future(c)

Figure 1. Syntax ofλcon

D ⊢ pj1q + pj2q −→ pj1 + j2q
D ⊢ pj1q ∗ pj2q −→ pj1 ∗ j2q
D ⊢ pj1q − pj2q −→ pj1 − j2q
D ⊢ pj1q / p0q −→ error("/0")
D ⊢ pj1q / pj2q −→ pj1/j2q j1 6= 0
D ⊢ pj1q ≥ pj2q −→ true if j1 ≥ j2
D ⊢ pj1q ≥ pj2q −→ false if j1 < j2
D ⊢ pj1q = pj2q −→ true if j1 = j2
D ⊢ pj1q = pj2q −→ false if j1 6= j2
D ⊢ string?(v) −→ true if v ∈ String
D ⊢ string?(v) −→ false if v /∈ String
D ⊢ (λx.e v) −→ e[x/v]
D ⊢ letx = v in e −→ e[x/v]
D ⊢ x −→ v where(val rec x : c = v) ∈ D
D ⊢ if true e1 e2 −→ e1

D ⊢ if false e1 e2 −→ e2

D ⊢ mt(nil) −→ true
D ⊢ mt(v1::v2) −→ false
D ⊢ hd(nil) −→ error("hd")
D ⊢ hd(v1::v2) −→ v1

D ⊢ tl(nil) −→ error("tl")
D ⊢ tl(v1::v2) −→ v2

D ⊢ blame(str) −→ error(str)

D ⊢ v
contract(v2),pos,neg

1 −→ letx =(v2 v1) in if x v1 blame(pos)
D ⊢ (vc1 7→c2,pos,neg

1 v2) −→ letx = vc1,neg,pos
2 in let y =(v1 x) in yc2,pos,neg

D ⊢ v
future(contract(v2)),pos,neg

1 −→ check(letx =(v2 v1) in if x v1 blame(pos)); v1

D ⊢ (v
future(c1 7→c2),pos,neg

1 v2) −→ letx = v
future(c1),neg,pos

2 in let y = (v1 x) in yfuture(c2),pos,neg

Figure 2. Reduction rules for local evaluation

cation. The positive and negative blame identifiers are reversed for
the argument check ensuring that contravariant portions ofthe con-
tract are blamed correctly. An obligation withfuture(c) wherec
is a flat contract reduces to a check ofc on the guarded value using
thecheck(e1); e2 operator. Ifc is a higher-order contract, checking
is postponed as in thec1 7→ c2 case; the two newly introduced con-
tracts inherit thefuture annotation. In later sections, when we give
check(e1); e2 a concurrent interpretation,future(c) becomes a
parallel contract checking annotation.

The global reduction relation regulates the evaluation of expres-
sions involving outputs and explicit contract checking, and is de-
fined overstates. A statee ||ϕ is a combination of an expression
e and a output traceϕ. To avoid having to reason about infinite

sequences of outputs, we follow the standard approach of approx-
imating an infinite sequence by its finite prefixes. It is technically
convenient to define a family of context-sensitive small-step reduc-
tion relations (Felleisen and Hieb 1992) parameterized by anatural
numberi standing for the maximum number of outputs allowed in
the computation. Intuitively each one of those reduction relations
describes the behavior of programs up to a finite trace outputof size
i. These global reduction relations take the formD ⊢ σ i=⇒ σ′,
stating that stateσ reduces toσ′ in the context of declarations
D, and that the output traces that appear inσ andσ′ are smaller
than i. The rules for this relation appear in Figure 3. The check-
ing reduction discards the valuev and the execution proceeds with
the evaluation ofe2. The output reduction additionally appends the



D ⊢ E[e] ||ϕ i=⇒ E[e′] ||ϕ whereD ⊢ e−→ e′

D ⊢ E[check(v); e] ||ϕ i=⇒ E[e] ||ϕ
D ⊢ E[output(v); e] ||ϕ i=⇒ E[e] ||ϕ; v if |ϕ| < i
D ⊢ E[output(v); e] ||ϕ i=⇒ ⊤||ϕ if |ϕ| = i
D ⊢ E[e] ||ϕ i=⇒ error(str) ||ϕ whereD ⊢ e−→ error(str)

Figure 3. Reduction rules for computation propagation,output, andcheck

eval
i(D in e) =

(

σf if D ⊢ e ||∅ i=⇒∗ σf

⊥ ||ϕ if ∀e′ such thatD ⊢ e ||∅ i=⇒∗ e′ ||ϕ, ∃e′′ such thatD ⊢ e′ ||ϕ i=⇒ e′′ ||ϕ

eval(D in e) =

8

>

<

>

:

r if ∃i ∈ N such thateval i(D in e) = r andr 6= ⊤ ||ϕ

⊥ || ϕ̂ if ∀i ∈ N eval i(D in e) = ⊤ ||ϕi andϕ̂ is the smallest (possibly infinite) trace
such thatϕ0 ⊑ ϕ1 ⊑ ϕ2 ⊑ · · · ⊑ ϕ̂

Figure 4. λcon evaluators

valuev to the traceϕ of the resulting state. If the size of the trace
ϕ of the state before the reduction step is already equal toi then
the evaluation terminates with⊤ ||ϕ. As usual, we use the notation
D ⊢ σ i=⇒∗ σ′ for the transitive closure.

For everyi-parameterized abstract machine there are three kinds
of statesσf for which no reduction is defined:v ||ϕ corresponds
to programs terminating in a valuev with an output traceϕ with
maximum possible sizei; error(str) ||ϕ corresponds to programs
terminating abnormally because of a runtime errorerror(str)
with trace outputϕ with maximum sizei; and⊤ ||ϕ corresponds
to abnormally terminating programs due to a reduction step that
would lead to an output trace larger thani. The latter case captures
the finite prefix of sizei of a program whose execution leads to an
output trace of size larger thani.

Given an initial stateσo of the forme ||∅, and any natural num-
beri, the behavior of the reductionsi=⇒ is well defined. We define
the restricted evaluation functioneval i for each one of the sequen-
tial machines in Figure 4. We extend the range of the evaluator with
the extra element⊥ ||ϕ and we map all diverging programs with
output traceϕ to ⊥ ||ϕ. Since each machine admits only programs
with maximum output tracei, even diverging programs have a fi-
nite output trace. We useϕ ⊑ ϕ′ for the standard prefix ordering
on traces.

The full evaluatoreval for λcon is defined in figure 4 in terms
of the restricted evaluators forλcon . When a program diverges we
can define its output trace by using its finite prefixes obtained from
the restricted evaluators.To show that evaluatoreval is meaningful,
it suffices to prove it is a total function.

THEOREM 1. eval is a total function.

3. Concurrent Contract Checking
The language presented in the preceding section enables contract
checking, but the abstract machines modeling its operational se-
mantics are sequential. We now present an alternative semantics
for a language with the same syntax (figure 1) that enables parallel
contract checking. We call the resulting languageλccc . The seman-
tics is described with a family of machines parameterized bya nat-
ural numberi as inλcon . As before a compilation step precedes the
evaluation of a program.

The operational semantics ofλccc is concurrent and implements
a master-slave architecture. The master thread evaluates the pro-
gram and sends any contract it encounters in the context of anex-
pressioncheck(e1); e2 to the slave thread. The slave evaluates the

contract predicatee1 that it receives and aborts the program when a
contract failure occurs. The two threads synchronize when effects,
such as outputs, are performed or when errors are reported.

Again, we use two levels of reductions: local reductions—
involving only expressions, from either the master or the slave
threads—and global reductions—regulating the interaction of the
master and the slave threads. The local evaluation relationis un-
changed fromλcon (figure 2).

The states ofλccc are just like those ofλcon , except that we add
a queue to manage communication between the master and slave
threads. The initial state of programp is the state in which the queue
is the empty queue(). A queue is a finite sequence of expressions.
Two queues can be appended using++, defined in the usual way.

A global computation involves the entire state and requires
the synchronization of the master and the slave thread. We use
D ⊢ q || e ||ϕ i=⇒s q′ || e′ ||ϕ′ to denote a global computation step
from stateq || e ||ϕ to stateq′ || e′ ||ϕ′. Figures 5 and 6 display the
two sets of rules, which jointly specify global progress. The rules
in figure 5 determine how the machine behaves when the queue is
empty, that is, when the master may proceed independently ofthe
slave. We have factored out the rules of figure 5 because we can
reuse them for the correctness proof in a different context (τ ). The
rules in figure 6 focus on the case when the queue is not empty.
They specify how local computations affect the global stateand
how reductions that depend on the global state are performed.

The master can delegate a task to the slave using rule (s-
enq). This rule assigns a new meaning to the sequential operator
check(e1); e2. The slave receivese1 and adds it to the end of the
queue. Whene1 reaches the front of the queue, the slave starts
evaluatinge1. That way, the expressions in the queue are evaluated
exactly in the same order they are added, which is the same order
as a sequential version of the program would have used.

When the slave has finished evaluating an expression, the out-
come of the reduction is simply discarded and the value is re-
moved from the queue using rule (m-deq). This new semantics for
check(e1); e2 ensures that obligations with afuture(c) contract
ask the run-time system to parallelize the check ofc, because those
obligations reduce tocheck expressions.

To ensure that blame assignment and output traces are not af-
fected by the nondeterministic nature of the parallel machine, we
impose three kinds of synchronization points between the master
and the slave: rules (m-err), (m-out) and (m-fout). The master can-
not perform any effectful operation or signal an error or terminate
the program when the slave has a non-empty queue. If the slavehas



D ⊢ () ||E[e] ||ϕ i=⇒τ () ||E[e′] ||ϕ whereD ⊢ e−→ e′ (m-prop)
D ⊢ () ||E[e] ||ϕ i=⇒τ error("x") ||ϕ whereD ⊢ e−→ error("x") (m-err)
D ⊢ () ||E[check(v); e] ||ϕ i=⇒τ () ||E[e] ||ϕ (m-check)
D ⊢ () ||E[output(v); e] ||ϕ i=⇒τ () ||E[e] ||ϕ; v if |ϕ| < i (m-out)
D ⊢ () ||E[output(v); e] ||ϕ i=⇒τ ⊤ ||ϕ if |ϕ| = i (m-fout)
D ⊢ () ||E[v] ||ϕ i=⇒τ v ||ϕ (m-return)

Figure 5. Reduction rules for global evaluation with an empty queue,τ ∈ {s, c}

D ⊢ eq; q ||F [e] ||ϕ i=⇒c eq; q ||F [e′] ||ϕ whereD ⊢ e−→ e′ (s-prop)
D ⊢ E[output(v); e1]; q || e ||ϕ

i=⇒c E[e1]; q || e ||ϕ; v if |ϕ| < i (m-qout)
D ⊢ E[output(v); e1]; q || e ||ϕ

i=⇒c ⊤ ||ϕ if |ϕ| = i (m-qfout)
D ⊢ E[eq]; q || e ||ϕ

i=⇒c E[e′q]; q || e ||ϕ whereD ⊢ eq −→ e′q (m-qprop)
D ⊢ v; q || e ||ϕ i=⇒c q || e ||ϕ (m-deq)
D ⊢ E[eq]; q || e ||ϕ

i=⇒c error("x") ||ϕ whereD ⊢ eq −→ error("x") (m-qerr)
D ⊢ q ||F [check(e1); e2] ||ϕ

i=⇒c q++e1; () ||F [e2] ||ϕ (s-enq)
D ⊢ E[check(v); e2]; q || e ||ϕ

i=⇒c E[e2]; q || e ||ϕ (m-qcheck)

Figure 6. Reduction rules for global evaluation with a non empty queue

eval
i
c(D in e) =

8

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

:

σf if D ⊢ () || e ||∅ i=⇒∗

c σf ,
⊥ ||ϕ if ∀e′ such thatD ⊢ () || e ||∅ i=⇒∗

c q′ || e′ ||ϕ, ∃e′′ such thatq′ || e′ ||ϕ i=⇒n,m
c q′′ || e′′ ||ϕ

wheren is the overall number of reductions,m the number of (m-. . . ) reductions in
the corresponding transition sequence, andn > 0, m > 0.

evalc(D in e) =

8

>

<

>

:

r if ∃i ∈ N such thateval ic(D in e) = r andr 6= ⊤ ||ϕ

⊥ || ϕ̂ if ∀i ∈ N eval ic(D in e) = ⊤ ||ϕi andϕ̂ is the smallest (possibly infinite) trace
such thatϕ0 ⊑ ϕ1 ⊑ ϕ2 · · · ⊑ ϕ̂

Figure 7. λccc evaluators

a non-empty queue, then there are expressions that in sequential
mode would be evaluated before the synchronization point. In con-
trast, the slave can perform any output or error operation promptly,
since it evaluates expressions with the same order that theywould
have been evaluated on purely sequential machine.

3.1 Examples

Despite the restricted form of parallelization introducedby our
semantics and the synchronization points, the parallel machine
remains nondeterministic and parallelizes contract checking.

Let h be the contract

future(contract(even?) 7→ contract(even?))

and consider the program

val rec add1 : h =λx.x + p1q in (add1 p2q)

The compilation process inserts obligations as follows:

val rec add1 : h =
λx.x + p1q in (add1h,"add1","main"

p2q)

and the result is then evaluated:

() || (add1h,"add1","main"
p2q) ||∅

=⇒c

()

|| let x=

p2q
future(contract(even?)),"main","add1"

in let y =
(add1 x)

in yfuture(contract(even?)),"add1","main"

||∅

=⇒c

()

|| let x=
check(if (even? p2q) p2q blame("main")); p2q

in let y =
(add1 x)

in yfuture(contract(even?)),"add1","main"

||∅

At this point, a sequential contract monitoring system would check
the argument ofadd1 locally. The semantics ofλccc however del-
egates the contract checking to the slave. The master can continue
with the evaluation of the successor of2 in parallel:

=⇒∗

c

if (even?p2q ) p2q blame("main"); ()

|| p3q
future(contract(even?)),"add1","main"

||∅

=⇒∗

c



if (even? p2q) p2q blame("main"); ()

|| check(if (even? p3q) p3q blame("add1")); p3q

||∅

=⇒∗

c

if (even? p2q) p2q blame("main");

if (even? p3q) p3q blame("add1"); () || p3q ||∅

=⇒∗

c

true; if (even? p3q) p3q blame("add1"); () || p3q ||∅

=⇒∗

c

blame("add1"); () || p3q ||∅

which yields the final resulterror("add1") ||∅.
As this example shows, the master and the slave must collab-

orate. In particular, the master cannot ignore the will of the slave
once the slave is initiated. The slave is the one that controls the
execution of effectful operations. Moreover, the master isnot even
allowed to diverge without the permission of its slave.

To illustrate these points, we turn to a couple more examples.
First, leth be the following contract

future(contract(λx.false) 7→ contract(λx.false)))

in the following program

val rec loop : h =λx.(loop x+p1q) in (loop p0q)

If the program is executed sequentially, then the domain contract
checking fails without callingloop. In contrast the parallel machine
may choose to send the contract to the slave and then ignore the
slave for the following steps, start evaluating theloop call and
diverge. Such an execution disagrees with the sequential evaluation
and should be excluded from the set of valid evaluations. We
therefore restrict valid diverging executions to those that let the
slave take steps infinitely often. This way the slave becomesthe
guard of sequentiality and the master of nondeterminism.

Our semantics enforces the above restriction by requiring that
valid transition sequences take steps described bymandatoryrules
(m-. . . ) infinitely often. We use the notationσ =⇒n,m

c σ′ to indi-
cate thatσ reduces toσ′ in n steps out of whichm are mandatory.

Consider now the following subtle scenario. Leth be the fol-
lowing contract

future(contract(hostile?)) 7→ contract(λx.true)

in the following program

val rec attack : h =
λtarget .output("missile"); "mission accomplished"

in (attack "ally")

When contracts are checked in-line, the domain contract ofattack
ensures that a missile is fired only if the target is hostile. However, a
parallel and unsynchronized check of the contract may lead to mis-
sile launching without first confirming that the target is an enemy.
This indicates that observable effects should be delayed until all
parallel contract checking has completed. Our semantics accom-
plishes this by treating the effectful operators as synchronization
points between the master and the slave.

3.2 Determinism and Correctness

We define the restricted parallel evaluatorseval ic in figure 7 in the
same way as we definedeval i for λcon .

To establish that evaluatorseval ic are functions, we need to show
that all possible executions of a program in the parallel machine
have the same observable behavior. More precisely, we must es-
tablish that all possible executions of a program have the same
transition sequence output and termination behavior. We prove this

fact in the traditional way using an extended form of the Diamond
Lemma for our language (Flanagan and Felleisen 1999).

LEMMA 2. For all i ∈ N, if D ⊢ σ i=⇒∗

c σf then

(a) if D ⊢ σ i=⇒∗

c σf
′, σf = σf

′

(b) there is no transition such that∀k. D ⊢ σ i ∗=⇒c σk, mk > 0
andD ⊢ σk

i=⇒nk,mk
c σk+1.

Lemma 2 can be used to show that evaluatorseval ic are func-
tions. We define the evaluatorevalc for our language in figure 7
and we show thatevalc is a total function.

THEOREM3. evalc is a total function.

Our ultimate goal, though, is to show that the parallel language
λccc is semantically equal toλcon . In other words, we would like
to prove that the two evaluatorseval c andeval are equal.

The differences between the two languages makes it difficult
to compare them. To overcome the problem, we define an inter-
mediary language that bridges the gap betweenλcon andλccc . It
is sequential likeλcon , but shares the same machine infrastructure
with λccc .

The semantics of this new languageλccc
seq is described in figures

2 and 5. We define its restricted sequential evaluatorseval is and
evals in figure 8.

LEMMA 4. evals is a total function.

Now that we have established thatevals is a well-defined total
function, we can easily prove that the two sequential languages
λcon andλccc

seq are equivalent.

LEMMA 5. evals = eval .

The next step is to show thatλccc
seq is also equivalent toλccc. A

first result is that the parallel language is only an extension of the
sequential language. Thus, the parallel language can admitall the
transition sequences that the sequential machine admits.

LEMMA 6. For all i ∈ N, if D ⊢ σ i=⇒s σ′ thenD ⊢ σ i=⇒c σ′.

Now we show thatevalc is equal toevals and thus we establish
that the two corresponding models are equivalent.

LEMMA 7. evalc = evals .

Lemmas 5 and 7 imply thatλcon andλccc are equivalent.

THEOREM8. eval = evalc .

Equipping our system with multiple slaves that evaluate the
elements of the queue in parallel and adapting the correctness proof
to the new conditions is rather straightforward.

4. Effects Beyond Outputs
Extending our model with mutable reference cells is straightfor-
ward. It suffices to add expressions for cell allocation plusoper-
ators for reading from and writing to reference cells. Reading and
writing must be treated as synchronization points between the slave
and the master. The master can write and read a location in thestore
only if the queue is empty.

Adding a store does not significantly affect our model. It already
deals successfully with outputs and the corresponding output trace.
The store is often treated in a way that is simpler than outputs
because when a program diverges, its store is irrelevant; its output
trace, in contrast, is part of its observable behavior. An output
is an irreversible observable event, while a store update can be
masked by a subsequent update. The store can therefore be seen
as a restricted form of an output trace. The proof technique that



eval
i
s (D in e) =

(

σf if D ⊢ () || e ||∅ i=⇒∗

s σf

⊥ ||ϕ if ∀e′ such thatD ⊢ () || e ||∅ i=⇒∗

s () || e′ ||ϕ, ∃e′′ such thatD ⊢ () || e′ ||ϕ i=⇒s () || e′′ ||ϕ

evals(D in e) =

8

>

<

>

:

r if ∃i ∈ N such thateval is (D in e) = r andr 6= ⊤ ||ϕ

⊥ || ϕ̂ if ∀i ∈ N eval is (D in e) = ⊤ ||ϕi andϕ̂ is the smallest (possibly infinite) trace such
thatϕ0 ⊑ ϕ1 ⊑ ϕ2 ⊑ · · · ⊑ ϕ̂

Figure 8. λccc
seq evaluators

we use to show our approach’s correctness is sufficient to cover a
modification of our language with reference cells.

Moreover, the addition of a store affects the practicality of
our approach. A naive addition can lead to an increase in the
number of synchronization points. Synchronization pointsbetween
threads are an important factor for performance loss in concurrent
programs. But the nature of synchronization due to operations
on locations are different than those due to output operations.
Operations on different locations do not need to be synchronized. A
write operation on a location performed by the master threadneeds
to wait only for writes and reads on the same location performed by
the contracts that in a sequential execution would be checked before
the write operation. This implies that if some operations involve
only locations that are not manipulated by such contracts then those
operations should not be treated as synchronization points. An
approximation algorithm to identify operations with this property
can be derived from standard control flow static analysis techniques
(Shivers 1991). Using the control graph of a program we can collect
the set of contracts that are executed before any given operation
on the store. Using the data flow graph of a program we can
conservatively determine which locations are reachable (Dimoulas
and Wand 2009) from the variables of a contract predicate andthe
set of locations reachable from the arguments of the given operation
on the store. With this information, we can conclude that if this
set of locations has an empty intersection with the set of locations
that are reachable from the variables of the contracts, the operation
does not need to be a synchronization point. As an immediate
consequence, store operations do not need to be synchronization
points when contracts are purely functional.

The above reasoning, however, is applicable only within the
limited scope of our model. In a realistic setting, where contract
may throw exceptions that can be caught by the program, which
then proceeds to recovery, the contents of the store upon contract
failure cannot be ignored. This turns every cell access intoa syn-
chronization event.

In functional programming where effects are infrequent, the
cost of synchronization is not an important factor. However, in im-
perative programming where almost every other operation involves
access to the store, synchronization becomes a bottleneck for the
system’s performance. The development of sophisticated and accu-
rate effect analysis then becomes an emerging necessity.

5. Implementation
The languageλcon is a model of PLT Scheme and its contract
library. From that perspective,λccc can be viewed as a compact
specification for a parallel re-implementation of the PLT contract
library. In this section, we explain how to implementλccc for a
full-fledged system.

PLT Scheme (Flatt 2009) is a full-featured higher-order lan-
guage with effects and comes with a sophisticated contract system.
Contracts are implemented as error projections (Findler and Blume
2006) in an autonomous macro library. This organization facilitates

changes to the contract monitoring mechanism by limiting those
changes to the library.

Although the released version of PLT Scheme does not support
multi-core programming, an experimental version offersplaces,1

a prototype extension for multi-core programming. Our system is
bringing together the contract system of PLT Scheme andplaces.

We useplaces to launch two operating system threads that
map to the two threads of theλccc model: the master and the slave.
Following our model, communication between the two partiesis
implemented through a shared queue.

Before a program’s evaluation begins in the master thread, the
master initiates the slave. The slave starts listening to the queue,
waiting until it becomes non-empty. The master evaluates the pro-
gram and every time it hits a flat future contract it adds it to the end
of the queue. When a contract is wrapped with our newfuture/c
combinator, the resulting projection is shipped to the queue as a clo-
sure. The slave picks the transmitted contract and evaluates it. If it
fails, it aborts the system with a contract error message. Otherwise
it removes the contract from the queue and waits for the next one.
In the meantime, the master continues the evaluation of the rest of
the program. In case the master needs to perform an output or the
evaluation terminates, the master waits for all the elements of the
queue to be processed and then proceeds with the output statement
or terminates.

The central piece of our prototype is an efficient implementation
of the queue, shown in figure9. Our implementation is based on the
algorithm suggested by Herlihy and Shavit (2008, paragraph10.3).

In order to ensure that access to the queue does not become a
bottleneck in practice, the queue is a mutable list with two pointers:
one to the first and one to the last element. The head end is respon-
sible for reading and dequeuing elements from the list and the tail
end is responsible for enqueuing new elements. In this setting, as
long as the enqueue and dequeue operations are applied to different
locations, locks are needed only to internally synchronizegroups of
readers and writers (Herlihy and Shavit 2008, paragraph 10.3). To
make sure that enqueue and dequeue are never performed on the
same element, we use a sentinel element to prevent the queue from
ever becoming empty after the first enqueue.

Our system uses only two threads: the master which controls
the tail of the queue and performs enqueues and the slave which
controls the head and performs peeks and dequeues. We therefore
do not require any locks in our implementation, which simplifies
the original algorithm.

The queue is initially empty and both pointers point to empty
lists. The first time an element is added to the queue the head
and tail pointers are updated to point both to this first element. No
dequeues are performed prior to this point as the slave is waiting for
the queue to become non-empty. When more elements are added,
the tail pointer is updated to point to the last element of thequeue.

1 The prototype forplaces is being developed by Kevin Tew and Matthew
Flatt at the University of Utah.



#lang scheme ;; the queue module

(require scheme/mpair)

(define-struct node (content [done? #:mutable])) ;; a node contains the thunk content that
;; returns any kind of scheme values (the
;; closure of a contract projection)and the
;; boolean flag done?
;; the done? flag is #t if the node has been
;; already visited

(define-struct queue (head tail) ;; a queue is a list of nodes with mutable
#:mutable) ;; pointers at the first and last element

(define QUEUE (make-queue null null)) ;; initially the queue does not contain any
;; nodes
;; this holds only before the first enqueue

(define (is-queue-mt?) ;; a queue is empty
(or (null? (queue-tail QUEUE)) ;; if it has no nodes

(node-done? (mcar (queue-tail QUEUE))))) ;; or it only has a sentinel node

(define (dequeue) ;; the tail node is removed if the queue has
(cond ((null? (mcdr (queue-head QUEUE))) ;; more than one nodes

(set-node-done?! (mcar (queue-head QUEUE)) #t)) ;; if the queue has only one node then the
(else ;; node is marked as visited but it is not
(set-queue-head! QUEUE (mcdr (queue-head QUEUE)))))) ;; removed (sentinel node)

(define (enqueue closure) ;; new not visited nodes are added to the tail
(let ((tail (queue-tail QUEUE)))
(cond ((null? tail)

(let ((head-tail (mcons (make-node closure #f) null)))
(set-queue-head! QUEUE head-tail)
(set-queue-tail! QUEUE head-tail)))

(else
(begin
(set-mcdr! tail (mcons (make-node closure #f) null))
(set-queue-tail! QUEUE (mcdr tail)))))))

(define (peek-queue) ;; the contents of the unvisited head node
(cond ((null? (queue-head QUEUE)) ’empty) ;; are returned but the node is not removed

((null? (mcdr (queue-head QUEUE))) ;; from the queue
(if (node-done? (mcar (queue-head QUEUE)))
’empty
(node-content (mcar (queue-head QUEUE)))))

(else
(if (node-done? (mcar (queue-head QUEUE))) ;; enqueue may push a visited node at the

(begin ;; head position
(set-queue-head! QUEUE (mcdr (queue-head QUEUE))) ;; the visited node is removed if the queue
’empty) ;; has more than one nodes

(node-content (mcar (queue-head QUEUE)))))))

;;--------------------------------------------------------------------------
;;----------------------------------- provide ------------------------------

(provide/contract
[struct node ((content (-> any/c)) (done? boolean?))]
[struct queue ((head (mlistof node?)) (tail (mlistof node?)))]
[is-queue-mt? (-> boolean?)]
[enqueue (-> (-> any/c) void?)]
[dequeue (-> void?)]
[peek-queue (-> (or/c (-> any/c) symbol?))])

Figure 9. The queue implementation



We use an extra tag for each element that indicates if the element
has been visited by the slave. When an element is added to the end
of the queue through its tail pointer, the tag is set to a NOTV ISITED
state. This way we mark checked contracts and make sure that the
content of a node is delivered to the slave at most once. Contracts
are not delivered to the slave only when the slave has abortedthe
program because it discovered a contract violation.

Access to the elements from the head of the queue is per-
formed in two steps. First the element is picked for processing, us-
ing peek-queue, without being removed from the queue. Second,
when the first element is processed, the element is removed from
the queue and the head pointer is moved to the next element, ifthe
queue has more than one element. Otherwise, both pointers point
to the same element. In this case,dequeue does not removes the
element from the queue but sets its tag to VISITED. Thus we avoid
having an empty queue anddequeue andenqueue never access
destructively the same end of the queue.

Visited elements may appear at the head of the queue even
when the queue contains more than one element. This case arises
when a number of enqueues are performed on a single-element
queue. When thepeek-queue operation finds a VISITED element
at the head of the queue and the queue has more than one element,
it removes the element and moves the head pointer to the next
element. Because this operation can occur only if the queue has
two or more elements, the algorithm guarantees that removaland
additions to the queue are never applied to the same end.

To implement synchronization at effectful operations, we use
wrapper functions that inspect the queue. They are insertedto the
program’s code manually. A real implementation would replace
these wrappers with hooks into the PLT Scheme compiler. The
compiler should be notified that parallel contract checkingis en-
abled and instrument all effectful operations, error reports and pro-
gram termination with automatic synchronization checks.

6. Evaluation
6.1 Benchmarks

While benchmarks for Scheme and PLT Scheme abound, there are
no benchmark suited for evaluating the performance of contract
monitoring. In the past Findler has measured the performance of
the contract system of DrScheme (Findler et al. 2002), a 200 kloc
program, but this is not feasible with a prototype implementation
of the contract library.

We have therefore developed a small suite of benchmarks from
the existing test suite of PLT Scheme2 and from extracts of small
applications. For all these benchmarks we turned informal asser-
tions in comments into formal contracts. The architecture of our
benchmarks follow a simple idea: a set of libraries provide func-
tionality that is guarded by contracts. The client module imports
all the libraries and makes extensive use of the provided functions.
This design corresponds to what we think is a rough sketch of a
realistic and large application with interesting contracts.

Here is a detailed description of the benchmarks, with a focus
on the contract computations that they perform:

fber (192 lines in 4 modules) is an interpreter for Boolean pro-
grams, that is, Boolean expressions and functions. The in-
terpreter’s contract ensures that the given expressions and
functions are closed and well-formed. Similar properties are
checked by the contract of the substitution function. The input
to the benchmark consists of a Boolean expression with 10000
leaves that is applied to a function whose body has also 10000
leaves.

2http://svn.plt-scheme.org/plt/trunk/collects/tests/
mzscheme/benchmarks/common/

dna (241 lines in 3 modules) simulates the attack of a virus group
on a cell’s colony. A cell is represented as two complementary
DNA chains. A virus consists of a DNA sequence that stands
for the target DNA sequence for the virus and a mutated DNA
sequence that replaces the target DNA sequence when the virus
attacks a cell. The latter possibly contains two special comple-
mentary bases X and Y. The mutation function’s contract checks
if the target cell and the attacker virus are well-formed accord-
ing to the above description. The input to the benchmark con-
sists of a group of 50 viruses of DNA length 200 and a colony
of 200 cells of DNA length 500. All the viruses attack all the
cells of the colony.

lab (258 lines in 3 modules) is a variant of thedna benchmark.
In this scenario, we have two cell colonies. All the viruses
of the group of viruses attack all the cells of the first colony.
The second colony manages to survive an attack by one of the
viruses and reproduces twice before the virus attacks again.
After that the mutated cells die and then the virus performs its
last attack. All the functions have simple type contracts except
for one, which comes with a contract that checks if the attacked
cell is well-formed and is used for the last two attacks. The
input to the benchmark consists of a group of 50 viruses of
DNA length 200 and two identical colonies of 200 cells of DNA
length 500.

tel (356 lines in 3 modules) implements a phone book. Each entry
consists of a last name, a first name, a list of telephone numbers
with annotations, and a list of email addresses (also with anno-
tations). A phone book is a sorted list of entries. The contracts
of theadd andremove functions check if the given telephone
catalog is well-formed. The input to the benchmark is a catalog
of 100 entries, on which 2000 add and remove operations are
performed.

tel-bst (417 lines in 3 modules) re-implements the previous phone
book as an AVL tree. The contracts of theadd and search
functions check if the given telephone catalog is a well-formed
AVL tree. The input to the benchmark is a catalog of 1000 en-
tries, on which 2000 search and add operations are performed.

lists (59 lines in 3 modules) provides a functionmin to find the
minimum element of a given sorted list of positive numbers and
a functionincr that increments all the elements of the sorted
list by the minimum element of the list. Themin function sim-
ply returns the first element of the list if the list is not empty and
an empty-list symbol otherwise. The contracts of the functions
check if the given lists are sorted lists of positive numbers. The
input to the benchmark is a list of 500,000 elements.

conform (702 lines in 8 modules) turns a graph into a lattice. The
application comes with a sets manipulation library. A set is
represented as a list of distinct elements. The contracts onthe
functions of the library check if the set arguments are properly
formed. The input to the benchmark is a graph with four nodes
and six edges. The application is called ten times. The bench-
mark fails to run faster withfuture contracts because the ar-
guments to the set library functions are small and evaluating the
related contracts in parallel does not cover for the communica-
tion and synchronization cost.

graphs (731 lines in 6 modules) produces all directed graphs with
n nodes, distinguished root and out-degree bounded by 2, up
to isomorphism. The benchmark’s functions come with a num-
ber of assertions that were turned into contracts of the exported
functions. Almost all of them concern checking of type or other
simple structural properties of the arguments and the results of
functions.The input to the benchmark is a graph with 6 nodes.
and returns 44 non-isomorphic graphs. The application is called



three times. The benchmark fails to produce speedup with par-
allel contract execution because the low complexity of its con-
tracts do not cover for the communication and synchronization
cost.

div (100 lines in 4 modules) partitions lists of even lengths into two
equal halves. Two functions are provided: a recursive and anit-
erative variant. Each function comes with a contract that checks
if the given list has even length. The input to the benchmark is a
200 elements list and the test loop performs 240,000 divisions.

The last three benchmarks originate from the PLT benchmarksset.

6.2 Measurements

For our experiments we used a Dell Latitude D820 laptop with a
Core Duo T2400 CPU @ 1.83 GHz, 667MHz front side bus, 2MB
L2 cache, 2 GB RAM memory and Ubuntu 7.10 operating system.

For our evaluation, we conducted two experiments. Our first ex-
periment simulates an un-critical programmer who randomlyanno-
tates contracts with future. Specifically, our experiment setup evalu-
ates each benchmark with randomly chosen half of contracts turned
into future contracts. We made five such random annotations and
analyzed their average results. The analysis suggests somebasic
conjectures about contract evaluation; most importantly,only con-
tracts whose cost competes with the cost of the function body(up
to synchronization points) should be annotated withfuture/c. In
our second experiment we confirmed these conjectures by carefully
selectingfuture contracts and repeating the measurements.

Figure 10 shows the results of the first experiment. The use of
future/c leads to speedup in some cases but not always. There
are two distinct reasons for a lack of speedup:

• The contract’s asymptotic complexity is less than the complex-
ity of communication. This is examplified by thegraphs bench-
mark, in which the majority of contracts are type-like and shal-
low structure-properties contracts.

• The contracts asymptotic complexity is large but the inputs
are so small that the cost of contract checking does not cover
the communication cost. This is exemplified by theconform
benchmark, in which all set operations are applied to sets with
fewer than ten elements.

The effect of low-cost future contracts on the execution time of a
program depends on the number of calls of the functions that these
contracts guard. If a small number of low-cost contracts is sent
to the slave then the overhead of communication is insignificant.
For instance for thetel benchmark this accumulated cost is less
that 200msec and does not manage to cancel the speedup caused
by more complex contracts. When the number of transmitted low-
cost contracts increases however the accumulated cost affects the
speedup of the system. Thelab, conform andgraphs benchmarks
demonstrate this point; 50% of their contracts guard functions that
are used scarcely, so when they are transformed tofuture con-
tracts they don’t produce significant change of the execution time;
while the other 50% protect commonly used functions and annotat-
ing them withfuture contracts, causes the program execution to
slow down. Similarly, complex contracts that guard functions that
are called many times contribute much more to the reduction of the
execution time than contracts for functions that are rarelyused.

The tel-bst and lists benchmarks reveal another subtle issue.
When this benchmark is executed sequentially, most of the execu-
tion time is spent evaluating the contracts rather than the calls of the
functions they guard. More specifically 50% of the contractsof the
benchmark are much more complex asymptotically than the bodies
of the functions they protect. Annotating these contracts asfuture
contracts leads to saturation of the slave. Contract checking domi-

nates execution and the master remains idle for the last partof the
evaluation. Any contracts that reside at the queue at this point con-
tribute only to the accumulated communication cost and theydo
not improve the performance of the system. Practically speaking
they are not checked in parallel.

A system with multiple slaves could possible handle extraor-
dinary long queues and the saturation issue. However, multiple
threads cannot lead to a linear improvement of the system’s perfor-
mance. The communication cost leads to a significant slowdown
that more concurrency cannot cover for. Every light-weigthcon-
tract sent to the slave(s) delays the master thread more thanits
inline checking. In programs with many such contracts the accu-
mulated delay becomes an issue.

This is the case of ourlab benchmark. The application comes
with 6 functions guarded by contracts. Figure 11 shows the speedup
we get when annotating different number of contracts asfuture
contracts. All the contracts are simple contracts that capture shal-
low structural properties, except for one that has a high asymptotic
complexity. Also the function guarded by the latter contract is ap-
plied to large lists and these lists are also the arguments passed to
the contract. When only this contract is turned into afuture con-
tract, the speedup increases significantly. A naive approach to paral-
lel contract monitoring would lead a programmer to annotateeven
more contracts. However, the contracts left withoutfuture annota-
tion are inappropriate for parallel checking The delegation of their
evaluation to the slave results in gradual but significant slowdown
of the system.

Figure 12 presents the results of the second experiment. Forthis
second experiment, we carefully chose contracts for parallel eval-
uation according to their relative cost. Specifically, we annotated
the contracts in the order that they best satisfy our criteria. In every
case, when 50% percent of the contracts of a benchmark are anno-
tated asfuture contracts and these contracts are selected carefully
according to our conjectures rather than randomly, the system’s per-
formance improves compared to the the random selection.

Our results imply that the effective use offuture contracts de-
mands a careful analysis of each specific application. Naivestrate-
gies not only fail to lead to increase of speedup but also can impose
a heavy time penalty. As expected, when the overhead of checking
a contract is more than the communication cost, it is worth check-
ing the contract in parallel with the rest of the code. If a program
comes with complex contracts then annotating these contracts with
future tends to result in a significant improvement of the perfor-
mance of the program. Parallel contract checking is most effective
when the complexity of the contract of a function is comparable to
the complexity of its computation up to the first effect statement.
Also, note that the overhead from synchronization on outputstate-
ments is not important. For example, in theconform benchmark
the additional cost of output synchronization is less than 200ms. In
general, wise use of thefuture annotation is highly beneficial as
it encourages programmers to add good contracts to their functions
obtaining more guarantees about their programs and restricting at
the same time the penalty of contract monitoring.

7. Related Work
Two separate sources inspired our work: the runtime verification
community (Avgustinov et al. 2007; Barnett et al. 2004; Chenand
Roşu 2007; Havelund and Roşu 2001; Kim et al. 2004; Leavens
et al. 2000; Zee et al. 2007) and work on the originalfuture (Hal-
stead 1984) construct of LISP and later Scheme.

Roughly speaking, run-time verification is analogous to mon-
itoring a patient’s status during surgery. A run-time verification
monitor inserts instrumentation code into the program, andthe in-
strumentation code sends the value of variables (of “flat” orserial-
izable type) to a parallel “monitor thread.” Over time thesetrans-



0% future/c∗ random 50% future/c∗ random 50% future/c speedup 100% future/c∗ 100% future/c speedup
fber 18298 17565 1.04 16.328 1.12
dna 63042 47516 1.39 41970 1.50
lab 87996 90545 0.97 88632 0.99
tel 25318 22974 1.10 21443 1.18

tel-bst 32659 20195 1.62 27758 1.18
lists 14321 12151 1.20 12814 1.12

conform 10490 11324 0.95 12169 0.89
graphs 26343 28868 0.92 32892 0.80

div 13264 110363 1.20 87014 1.52

*average real time of five executions in msec

Figure 10. Experimental results for random annotations

1/6 future/c 2/6 future/c 3/6 future/c 4/6 future/c 5/6 future/c 6/6 future/c

lab 1.07 1.05 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.99

Figure 11. The lab benchmark experimental results (speedup)

random 50% future/c speedup selected 50% future/c speedup
fber 1.04 1.07
dna 1.39 1.78
lab 0.97 1.06
tel 1.10 1.18

tel-bst 1.62 1.62
lists 1.20 1.46

conform 0.95 0.97
graphs 0.92 0.99

div 1.20 1.20

Figure 12. Comparison of experimental results between random and selected annotations

missions create an execution trace, which the monitor continuously
inspects for externally specified logical properties. These specifica-
tions tend to be defined in some variant of temporal logic (Pnueli
1977). When a trace does not satisfy a specification, the run-time
verification system either issues a warning or raises an exception.

In contrast to ordinary contract systems, a run-time verification
system makes no attempt to synchronize the evaluation of themain
program and the monitoring thread. When a violation is discovered,
the main program may have progressed far beyond the point where
the violation took place; in particular, it may have alreadyissued
damaging outputs, which a synchronized discovery of the violation
would have prevented. Furthermore, in contrast to future contracts,
run-time verification systems never in-line checks into themain
program; after all, they monitor on a parallel thread only for a
separation of concerns. Our contract system distributes contract
monitoring over both the master and the slave thread.

Halstead’s (Halstead 1984)future construct attempts to im-
prove the performance of functional programs via parallel compu-
tations. Expressions wrapped infuture are evaluated in parallel
to the rest of the program. In their place, special placeholder val-
ues are injected into the main computation. When the computation
applies a strict computational construct (+,if) to such placeholder

values, the main program waits for the appropriate auxiliary thread
to complete its computation. Our work borrows from Flanaganand
Felleisen’s semantic framework (Flanagan and Felleisen 1999) for
Halstead’sfuture construct.

Since contracts are usually functional expressions, and onoc-
casion are written in special-purpose declarative notations even in
imperative languages, the idea of adaptingfuture from functional
programming to contract programming is natural. The major differ-
ence between Halstead’sfutures and ours concerns synchroniza-
tion. Our future contracts do not create placeholder values, because
the result of contract expressions is never needed to evaluate the rest
of the program. Synchronization for future contracts is inserted via
a compiler or macro expander at effectful sites and is enforced at
the end of the master and slave computations to preserve the mean-
ing of loops.

8. Conclusion
This paper describes a step toward the parallelization of a contract
monitoring system for higher-order languages. We introduce the
notion offuture contracts. In the same spirit as thefuture (Hal-
stead 1984) construct, we take advantage of the implicit parallelism
of functional languages to checkfuture contracts in parallel with



the rest of the program. We prove that annotating a program’scon-
tracts with ourfuture contract combinator does not change the se-
mantics of the program even when the program uses effectful con-
structs like output statements and ref cells operators. We describe
a prototype implementation of our system and through a series of
benchmarks we show that our technique can speedup the execution
of programs with contracts.

In the near future, we wish to consider two independent exten-
sions of this work, with an eye towards a practical and efficient
implementation of parallel contract checking. First, we intend to
investigate how to take advantage of more than one monitoring
thread. It is not clear how to do this efficiently, because of the ad-
ditional challenges created by the need for synchronizing between
those monitoring threads to respect sequential blame assignment.
Second, we intend to develop an effect analysis to eliminatesyn-
chronization points and study the inclusion of additional effectful
constructs such as exceptions in our system.

Both of these extensions will require us to look into existing
work on the efficient implementation offuture in parallel versions
of Scheme and Lisp for shared-memory multiprocessors (Feeley
1993) as we expect that some of those techniques will apply inour
setting. The translation is not immediate—future contracts are not
future computations—but adaptation seems a possibility.
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